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Research questions

Background

Race model & the syntacticon

•  A vein of Distributed Morphology-based work (e.g., Marvin 2002) holds 
that the domain of contextual allomorphy/allosemy is the root plus its 
categorizer (first sister). This first, stem-level (Level 1) affix may trigger 
idiosyncratic interpretation and can affect the root phonologically (e.g., shift 
stress, undergo assimilation, etc.). Word-level (Level 2) affixes do not have 
these properties
•  Minimal pair: twinkling (a) ‘a brief moment’ stem-level, idiosyncratic 
semantics, root escapes phonotactic repair vs. twink[ə]ling (b) word-level, 
compositional semantics, root escapes phonotactic repair

Problems with vowel reduction

•  Shortening (a) vs. short’ning ((b); fat used in baking); lightening vs. lightning
•  Cannot both be derived from the same root. Examples are therefore not 
parallel to twinkling case shown above. Orthography could play a role
•  It’s not problematic per se to assume different roots, it just means the 
structural/cyclical analysis is not doing very much work, even in cases that 
look extremely similar to the well-behaved examples

Conclusion: cyclicity, sometimes

•  Some apparent minimal pairs do not actually depend on cyclic stress as-
signment or the distinction between Level 1 & Level 2 affixation
•  Frequency data seem to bear out a dual-route race model, in which non-
analytically stored forms can block online derivation
•  Idiosyncratic forms like short’ning, cómparable are stored, not derived
•  Level 2 affixation is still structurally distinct and has predictable properties
•  There remains an important relationship between semantic idiosyncrasy 
and a particular treatment in the phonology
•  The first sister can still occupy a very important, special position
•  Cyclicity still plays a large role, but cannot account for everything

•  How do we account for exceptions to generalizations?
•  What is stored in the lexicon and what is computed online?
•  Can Level 1 vs. Level 2 affixation be captured in structural terms?
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Not-so-minimal pairs

root Opaasan
‘dangerous’

Ispraavan
‘faultless’

prAAzAn
‘empty’

root
nominal

opAAsn-OOst
dangerous-ost

‘danger’

isprAAvn-OOst
faultless-ost

‘faultlessness’

prazn-InA (?sobe)
empty-ost room.GEN

‘emptiness (of the room)’

deadjectival 
nominal

Opaasn-oost
dangerous-ost

‘dangerousness’

Ispraavn-oost
faultless-ost
‘correctness’

prAAzn-OOst (sobe)
empty-ost room.GEN

‘emptiness (of the room)’  

• Arsenijević & Simonović (2013): Serbo-Croatian root nominals display a 
stress pattern that differs from the root (lexicalized), whereas deadjectival 
nominals copy the stress of the root (productive)

•  Marvin (2002): Full vowel in cond[ɛ]nsation maintained from condénse
•  However, known since SPE, a variant with schwa is possible. It seems to 
be equally possible in (a) ‘a condensed substance’ and (b) ‘the act of 
condensing’, so the alternation fails to support the structural analysis

•  The best example is probably information (with schwa) because no 
argument structure nominal (root-v-n) is available

• *The teacher’s information of the student…
•  Scheer (2010): This is not the crucial half of the paradigm. We need 
argument structure nominals that cannot undergo vowel reduction
•  Transmission is an argument structure nominal (transmit-v-ation) but the 
phonology is opposite: under this analysis, it should be *transmitation

Is the first sister still special?
•  Scheer (2010) following Kaye (1995): deny any structural difference 
between Level 1 and Level 2 affixation
•  Instead, -able2 spells out is sister while -able1 does not. The stress shift 
property of -able2 is lexically specified on the root
•  Scheer & D’Alessandro (2013): whether a particular node is a phase head 
in a particular module “needs to be worked out independently for each 
module, and based on evidence from that module alone”
•  Loss of generalization that idiosyncratic semantics and a particular 
phonological treatment go together (Level 1 diagnostics no longer exist)
•  Lack of coordinated cycles across modules increases computational 
complexity; motivation for the phase system is removed

•  Is it worth fighting for the idea that root + first sister = special domain?
•  Harley: root + first sister is necessarily idiomatic since roots never occur 
in isolation. Consider bound roots like -ceive, -here, -port, -pose. However, 
idiosyncratic meaning is possible over bigger structures: editorial, 
naturalized, auditorium, nationalize, hospitality, (kit and) caboodle), (run the) 
gamut, (by) dint (of), (in) cahoots
•  Marantz: These counterexamples fall into a particular class. Once you 
choose the alloseme of a root at the first-sister level, no backtracking. 
Inside-out cyclicity still plays a major role. Thus, globalization may have 
special meaning but must pertain to the Earth, not other allosemes of globe

•  Bermúdez-Otero (2007), Collie (2007): Stress persistence from previous 
cycle occurs when the base is more frequent than the derived form
•  Condémn > còndèmnátion vs. consérve < cònservátion
•  Dual-route race model: stored form competes with derivation
•  Blocking of the derived form depends on token frequency, which affects 
resting activation and retrieval speed
•  Benua (1997): When stress is preserved, it’s from root + first sister

• oríginal ~ orìginálity, not órigin ~ *òriginálity  
•Again, minimal pairs seem to be too good to be true, but the root + first 
sister level is an important one
•  Idea that ‘treelets’ may be stored converges with Emonds (2000) 
“syntacticon”, Jackendoff (2010), Hale & Keyser (1993), Boeckx (In press), 
construction grammar, exoskeletal/nanosyntactic approaches
•  Hale & Keyser (1993: 96): “In reality all verbs [BDS: lexical entries] are to 
some extent phrasal idioms, that is, syntactic structures that must be 
learned as the conventional ‘names’ for various dynamic events”


